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RCEP legitimacy in question: trade deal in behalf of the people, without the people?
Update on the 18th Round of RCEP Negotiations, Manila, Philippines
By Lorelei Covero and Mark Moreno Pascual
(Manila, May 10, 2017) -- Grassroots organizations and civil society groups staged a protest action
today duri g a stakeholder’s engagement meeting in front of negotiators of the 16-member Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) in Manila, Philippines. Now on its 18th round of
negotiations, RCEP participating countries are on full throttle to resolve existing bottlenecks in the trade
talks.
With calls to stop RCEP negotiations, CSOs raised the lack of transparency in negotiations citing the
absence of any negotiating text open for public scrutiny. The group also questioned the legitimacy of the
trade deal as it has been under negotiation in the past four years with governments claiming to
negotiate in behalf of their people while negotiations remain shrouded in secrecy – being discussed only
between governments, allowing corporate lawyers full access to the text, but never for civil society
groups a d people’s orga izatio s.
Should RCEP egotiatio s re ai se ret, it ea s that RCEP is ot for the people, said IBON
Foundation Executive Director Sonny Africa as he emphasized the lack of transparency in negotiations.
Ci il so iet also highlighted RCEP’s i pe di g i pa ts o arious se tors su h as its facilitation of labor
contractualization, more free movement of labor across the region, and a race to the bottom for wages
and labor standards through provisions in the leaked RCEP investment and services chapters as well as
intellectual property rules that will consolidate corporate monopoly over seeds while criminalizing seed
saving practices. CSOs also reiterated RCEP intellectual property provisions that extend patent
monopoly over medicines that allow pharmaceutical giants to dictate medicine prices while also
expressing alarm over its deregulation of extractive mining activities through the Investor-State Dispute
Settlement (ISDS) mechanism and the ISDS as a blatant violation of national sovereignty.

After the protest action and interventions from civil society across the region, a representative from
I dia’s Trade Negotiati g Co
ittee o
itted to orga ize a other stakeholder sessio CSOs for the
th
19 round of negotiations in Hyderabad, India this July.
After 17 rounds of negotiations and with only 2 chapters completed thus far1, RCEP talks are now
focusing on its more substantive and controversial chapters – trade in goods, services, and investment.
According to reports, a major road block in the negotiations is the disagreement on which market-access
areas should be covered by tariff reduction schemes eventually reducing applied tariffs from 90 percent
to zero once RCEP comes into force.
Tariff reduction remains a sticky issue for India. With a $52.7 billion goods trade deficit with China in
2016, India has become more reluctant in quickly signing a trade deal which it fears would open the
floodgates to cheap Chinese imports at a period wherein its domestic industries are not yet strong
enough to compete with foreign enterprises. In addition, I dia’s apprehe sio also has to do ith how
the country did not enjoy any significant growth in exports after signing an ASEAN-India FTA in 2010
while its imports have increased by 30 percent leading Indian farmers helpless to compete with cheap
oils and spices from Southeast Asia.
As a means to resolve this seeming deadlock, the Philippines through its lead negotiator Department of
Trade and Industry Undersecretary Ceferino Rodolfo re e tl proposed a ASEAN Mi us X for ula
which would allow certain flexibilities for countries who are not yet ready for the level of commitment
ei g de a ded i ertai pro isio s of the trade deal. Philippi e trade egotiators see this opt out
a d re ipro it
odalit as a a to speed up the egotiatio s i order to reach agreements in areas
where there is lack of consensus. This way, should countries feel unprepared to take on certain
o
it e ts, the a hoose to opt-out oth fro the o
it e t a d its e pe ted e efits,
while maintaining the option to reconsider later should the de ide that the ’re read to joi i .
Despite efforts to accelerate the talks and a target date of completion by the end of the year, civil
society groups believe that existing disagreements will remain unresolved within 2017 and may even
extend for another year or two. What is certain at this point however is that amid the US pulling the
plug from the Trans-Pacific Partnership on a backdrop of growing discontent over neoliberal FTAs, the
resista e of people’s orga izatio s a d i il society groups across Asia Pacific are only bound to
become stronger as the struggle against RCEP and other unfair trade agreements intensifies.
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Chapter on Small and Medium Enterprises; Chapter on Economic and Technical Cooperation

